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3 Speaker independence

First we clarify what we mean by speaker dependence and independence in lipreading.
Speaker independence in machine lipreading is achieved when classification models gen-
eralise to spoken utterances by talkers not contained within the training set. If a system only
works on a closed set of speakers, or is not tested on speakers that are outside of the training
set, we can assume that the approach is speaker dependent.

To explain with examples, dataset A contains 1,000 utterances by speaker X . To build
a speaker dependent lipreading system, we can use, for example, 800 utterances as training
samples and 200 as test samples. To achieve speaker independence, it is not sufficient to
only separate specific utterances of a speaker, i.e. sentences 1 to n for speaker N to train, and
sentences n+1 to 1,000 for test.

Alternatively, if we have speaker X and speaker Y in a dataset, each with 1,000 utter-
ances, we can use the 800 speaker X training samples to build our classifier, and we would
test on the 200 samples of speaker Y and vice versa. This is speaker independent lipreading,
see Figure 5. It ensures that the model is learning a classifier that is not biased by the identity
of the speaker, and is generalisable to new speakers.
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Figure 5: Speaker independence in data divisions.

For classification methods that require the data to be divided into train, validation, and
test sets, the validation set can contain speakers from the training set and new speakers, but
speakers must remain distinct from the test set if speaker independence is the goal. See
Figure 6. Note that for any duplicate speakers in both training and validation sets, one must
split samples between the two, i.e. sample 1 for speaker Spx can only be in either training or
validation.
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Figure 6: Speaker independence in data divisions.

Traditionally, machine lipreading systems were speaker dependent, to the degree that
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of this paper is as follows; first we clarify the distinction between speech reading and lipread-
ing. We then discuss the challenges of speaker dependence in lipreading systems, and define
the scope of this problem. Next we summarise the different metrics currently used to report
the performance of lipreading machines. Finally, we suggest some recommendations for
moving forward with the same understanding of certain terms and how we can compare our
scoring methods.

2 Speech reading Vs Lipreading

Despite commonly being used interchangeably [16], the terms speech reading and lipreading
have subtle but distinctive definitions.

Speech reading is what human lip readers do. They interpret speech using information
provided by the whole face and body since knowledge of the facial expression, gaze and body
gestures often helps to provides semantic context that makes decoding the speech easier. In
the computer science domain, machine speech reading systems usually use just the face to
decode the speech content. Figure 1 contains examples of the region of an image that might
be used for machine speech reading.

Figure 1: Regions of an image used in speech reading.

Lipreading is the interpretation of speech from the motion of the lips alone (see Fig-
ure 2). This is the region of the image considered by the early machine lipreading ap-
proaches, and does not contain any information regarding the upper facial expression or
body language.

Figure 2: Regions of an image used in lipreading.

Human lipreaders do not read lips, but in fact read cues provided by the speaker’s entire
body. Most people, including those with perfect hearing, use visual information from the
speaker’s face and body to decode speech when it is available. In some cases, for example in
a noisy public house, a lipreader may focus on the lips of the speaker to prioritise cues from
the lips over other information, but this does not discount the value of other data. Rather it
focuses ones attention to where is it most useful.

It is difficult to track the lips of a speaker in isolation. The lips have no skeletal structure
and a deformable surface. The orbicularis oris muscle encircles the mouth and allows for
lip puckering and protrusion and also plays a role in lip closure. It is composed of four
interlacing independent quadrants and gives an appearance of circularity [18]. The fibers of
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Figure 3: Illustrating the connecting fibers from the orbicularis oris muscle that surrounds
the lips [7].

the orbicularis oris connect to other parts of the face. In Figure 3 we see that fibers from some
of the cheek muscles, decussate (form an ‘X’ shape) around the lips, and strongly control lip
motion. The connection of the fibers from the chin and nose have a smaller, but significant
influence on lip motion.

We often track a whole face rather than only the lips throughout a video (Figure 4). The
extra structure from the rest of the face enables easier tracking and a more robust fitting. For
example, using active appearance models (AAMs) [15] we achieve better lip tracking if we
track the contour of the face and facial features in addition to the lips.

Figure 4: Examples of shapes for a full face tracking (left), and a lip only track (right). We
can see how the lip shape is mis-aligned with the actual lip shape

Due to the informal use of the terms used in literature, and the use of the full face or lips
only at different stages of the lipreading process, it is important for researchers to explicitly
clarify whether the features that they are using are derived from the full face or from the lips.
Not only is this necessary for reproducibility, but it also enables us to gauge the benefit from
each approach.
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4 Scoring metrics and methods

Methods of reporting on the performance of machine lipreading have been adopted from
audio speech recognition systems. The most common published figures are correctness and
accuracy as shown in Equations 1 and 2 respectively [20].

C =
N �D�S

N
or C% =

N �H
N

⇥100% (1)

A =
N �D�S� I

N
or A% =

N �H � I
N

⇥100% (2)

Where N is the total number of labels in the ground truth, D is the number of deletion errors,
S represents the number of substitution errors, and I is the number of insertion errors after
comparing a ground truth transcript to a recognition transcript. H is the sum of D+S.

Conversely, error rates are also presented. In essence, these are the inverse of correctness
and accuracy, see Equation 3.

ER% =
D�S� I

N
⇥100% (3)

However, these metrics can be used in two different ways in machine lipreading; firstly,
by measuring the performance of the classifier output, labeled by the classifier unit (options
are visemes, phonemes, or words), or secondly, by measuring the performance of the system
after using a dictionary or language decoder (unit options at this stage of the lip reading
system are visemes, phonemes, words, or sentences). We address these two variations in
turn.

4.1 Error types

In speech we distinguish between type of error as these have a meaningful impact on inter-
pretation. There is a difference in an estimated output being grammatically correct or simply
understandable. Any threshold of lip reading performance will depend upon its purpose.
For general conversation in the deaf community, understanding intent in a communicator’s
speech is prioritised over a precise transcription. However, for security settings, or evidence
gathering, exact and confident transcriptions are essential to remove any ambiguity of what
a speaker uttered.

We can explain the types of error shown in Equations 2 and 3 with an example. Suppose
we have a ground truth utterance, “John wanted to visit the shop to buy groceries". Our
classifiers can produce different outputs.

Deletion errors. Possible output 1: “ John wanted visit the to groceries" has three words
missing; ‘to’, ‘shop’, and ‘buy’. In this instance, these are deletion errors. Insertion errors.
In another possible output: “John wanted to visit visit the shop to buy groceries”, the word
‘visit’ is included twice. This is an insertion error. Substitution errors. Finally, if we
achieved a classifier output of “John wanted to shop the shop to buy groceries". The word
‘shop’ has been identified where the word ‘visit’ should be. This is a substitution error.

However, whilst we make this distinction between the types of error we encounter, it is
standard practice to weight the influence of each error uniformly. A study by Satki et al. [17]
instead weights them based upon brain signals (EPGs) during visual speech perception. Satki
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Traditionally, machine lipreading systems were speaker dependent, to the degree that

Methods	of	repor>ng	on	the	performance	
of	machine	lipreading	have	been	adopted	
from	audio	speech	recogni>on	systems.		

N=	total	number	of	labels	in	the	ground	truth,	D=	the	number	
of	dele>on	errors,	S=	the	number	of	subs>tu>on	errors,	I=the	

number	of	inser>on	errors.	H=D+S.	
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4.3 Notation suggestion

We are not in a position to definitively select the ‘right’ units, nor dictate the ‘best’ metric
to use as that is a choice for each researcher to decide. We can however make a simple
recommendation which would help us to quickly and easily compare results.

Mcu || Mnu (5)

where M is the metric (e.g. A, C, or ER), and subscript notation for a classifier output, or
a superscript notation for a network/dictionary output. The subscript cu could be any of the
left column of Table 2 {v, p, w}, and superscript nu could be any of the right column of
Table 2 {v, p, w, s}. For example, Ap would represent the accuracy of phoneme classifiers,
and ERv would represent viseme error rate using a viseme based language model.

It would be informative to report the scores achieved at both stages of the lipreading
system to understand whether recognition performance is dependent on the language decod-
ing step or by well-trained classifiers as this will vary between different lipreading system
architectures.

4.4 Performance evaluation

It is often useful to visualise and report results from a confusion matrix, where we count the
number of times a unit is recognised or confused with another (see Figure 7). When reading
values from a confusion matrix we have choices. Either we can count the probability of class
Pr{c|ĉ} (if you look at the matrix as row major) or the inverse probability Pr{ĉ|c} (if you
view the matrix as column major), where c represents a single class.

Predicted classes

Actual Classes

76 2 1 5 2 1 3 1 1 3 1 5 0 0 4
0 28 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 4 17 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
3 6 6 163 3 7 7 2 8 7 1 4 2 0 1
4 2 2 3 33 0 0 1 3 0 1 2 1 0 1
2 0 0 6 1 9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 0 3 1 1 40 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 0
0 3 2 1 2 0 0 11 8 2 0 2 0 0 1
0 0 1 4 1 0 1 2 97 3 1 0 0 0 0
2 1 4 1 2 3 0 1 6 110 8 0 2 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 14 1 2 0 0
0 0 0 3 1 1 4 1 1 3 1 16 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 0
1 3 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 28

Figure 7: An example confusion matrix

These can be described as two different questions, where the former is ‘I am looking for
class x, is it X?’ or the latter is ‘I have this, which class is it?’. Whilst most researchers use
the former as this yields higher accuracy scores, when investigating inter-class variabilities,
such as in [3] it can be useful to use the inverse probabilities. As it is important to ensure
understanding from the classifier output, we recommend that authors are clear which values
their accuracy scores are calculated from for fair benchmarking.

M	is	the	metric	{A,C,	ER},	subscript	denotes	a	classifier	score,	
or	a	superscript	denotes	a	network	score		

Interclass	varia>on	in	a	set	of	phonemes	or	
visemes	is	much	smaller	than,	for	e.g.	that	
within	a	set	of	categorized	images.	This	
means	a	classified	output	can	easily	have	a	
significantly	different	meaning	which	
confuses	conversa>on	talkers.	So	we	
recommend	only	top	one		
scores	are	reported.	
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